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110,000+ Australians support petition for cash and
banking guarantee
More than 110,000 Australians have signed a Change.org petition for an “Australian cash and banking
guarantee”.

The petition was launched by Jason Bryce, who leads the “Cash Welcome” campaign which
encourages all businesses to allow the option of payment in cash.

The public support for this petition runs counter to the banks’ claims that Australians want a cashless
society.

It’s the banks who want Australians to go cashless, as the Big Four banks made clear in the 28 April
2023 Australian Financial Review article “Banks cull branches in shift to a cashless society”.

They claim they are “lagging” customers in the supposed rush to cashless banking and transacting,
but going cashless benefits the banks—by enabling them to take a cut of all transactions, and collect
and monetise data on all transactions.

It does not benefit consumers, who lose all privacy, can’t escape bank fees, and are left at the mercy
of both natural disasters cutting off power and communications, and sophisticated online scammers.

It is the banks who are pushing the cashless agenda by making it harder for people to source and use
cash by mass-closing bank branches and ripping out ATMs.

Westpac told AFR it is actively pushing “cashless towns”, supposedly to reduce the security risks of
handling large amounts of cash; in fact, Westpac is simply trying to justify closing the last banks in
towns like Coober Pedy in SA and Carnamah in WA, not caring that internet technology is not reliable
enough to go completely cashless anyway.

Do Westpac and the other big banks intend to pay for the rollout of the coverage of mobile phone
towers and fibre optic cable that would be required for 100 per cent reliable internet coverage in
regional Australia that would make cashless towns even plausible?

What a joke!

Big inquiry into regional bank closures

The enormous public engagement with the current Senate inquiry into “bank closures in regional
Australia” also proves many Australians want to keep cash and face-to-face banking services.

Before submissions closed on 28 April, the Senate committee had already received 500 submissions,
most of them published on the inquiry’s website, with many more to process.

The consistent theme in the submissions, and in the first hearing in Sale, is communities need cash,
despite the claims of the banks.

Even the Australian Banking Association’s submission, which highlights a 38.6 per cent decline in
over-the-counter transactions in regional banks since 2019, nevertheless shows there were more than
25.4 million over-the-counter transactions in regional banks in 2022.

These transactions are from small businesses in the towns needing to bank and withdraw cash, the
elderly and other vulnerable customers who need the certainty and security of face-to-face banking
services, and from customers dealing with major events, including powers of attorney and executing
estates, which cannot be done online.

If the banks are allowed to keep closing branches at the rate they are, where will those 25.4 million
transactions go? It isn’t as simple as saying they can go online, especially in regional Australia.

And even the ABA’s headline figure of a 38.6 per cent drop in branch transactions since 2019 is
misleading, because it doesn’t reflect a natural shift away from branches, as the ABA would like the
inquiry to think, but is mainly driven by the fact that the banks have closed 30 per cent of regional
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branches in the last five years—if there are no branches, there are no over-the-counter transactions.

Through the Change.org petition and the Senate inquiry, Australians are seizing the chance to have
their say—that they do not want to be forced into the banks’ cashless utopia/dystopia.

Following is the text of the Change.org petition, which calls for a guaranteed right to pay in cash, and
guaranteed access to full banking services.

An Australian cash and banking guarantee

Banks are deserting towns and suburbs and leaving Australians without ready access to cash and
banking services.

Millions of Australian consumers and businesses trust and rely on cash for their everyday needs and
for budgeting purposes. Even Australians that don’t attend banks or use cash regularly need access to
face-to-face banking services and physical money sometimes.

Without a guarantee of access to full banking services and physical cash and a guaranteed right to
use cash to buy food and essentials:

Local economies are weaker and vulnerable to system outages.
Many vulnerable people are effectively excluded from the economy.
Businesses are harder to manage.

We call for an Australian Banking and Cash Guarantee that includes these rights:

1. All Australians must be able to have reasonable local access to cash and full banking services.
2. All Australians must be able to choose cash when paying for food and essentials at physical

retailers.

No Australian town, suburb or community should be left without reasonable local access to full
banking services and physical notes and coins. Every Australian must be able to use cash to buy food
and groceries if they choose.

We call for an Australian right to access banking and use cash to buy essentials in our local
communities, towns and suburbs.

Please get involved in this campaign: Click here to sign this petition, and share it as widely as
possible.
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